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DG:  This is an interview of Dr. Katherine Hsu, Professor of Pediatric medicine, Baylor College of 
Medicine.  

DG:  How long have you lived in Houston? 
KH:  I have lived here for about 26 years. 
DG:  Where did you live before coming here 
KH:  Pennsylvania 
DG:  Before then where did you live. 
KH:   Cincinnati, Ohio 
DG:  Before Cincinnati 
KH: I came to the US in 1940I was (inaudible) 
DG:  Where were you born and where did you grow up? 
KH:  I was born in (Foochow) China and I grew up there  
DG:  How far did you go up to school in China 
KH:  Elementary, high school, college, medical school 
DG:  What did you major in 
KH:  I majored in pediatrics 
(inaudible) maybe when did you come to Houston 
Born into a Christian home in Foochow, China, Dr. Hsu was a testimony to what God can do 
with a life dedicated to His will and purpose. With a genuine love for suffering humanity, 
especially children, she dreamed of being able to prevent the spread of tuberculosis, which 
claimed the lives of a brother and a sister. Upon graduation with honors from Peking Medical 
Union College, she received the Doctor of Medicine Degree from New York State University. 
She became Chief Resident Physician in Pediatrics at the Children’s Hospital in  
Shanghai but had to flee when the Japanese occupied the city. After an arduous journey 
through enemy lines, Katharine was able to join her husband, Head of Anatomy at Chung Cheng 
Medical College in Jiangsi. She became Head of Pediatrics. After VJ Day, August l4, l945, 
Katharine served as Professor of Pediatrics at the Ling Nam University Medical College in 
Canton, where her husband was Head of Anatomy.  
In l948, she became China’s sole recipient of a Fellowship offered by the American Society of 
Pediatric Research to study in America. In l952, the drug Isoniazid was approved for 
tuberculosis treatment. Since it proved successful in treating TB patients, Katharine was eager 
to test it as preventive therapy. Providentially, the Head of the Pediatric Department of Baylor 
College of Medicine and the City of Houston invited her to come to Houston from Pennsylvania 
State  
Timecode 4:11 

DG:  Did you start working with the TB hospital? 



KH:        Well when I first came there was no special TB hospital  Dr ? head of pediatrics at 
Baylor told me to start one and we made do with old so  we made  do with old buildings. 
There was an old building where we started. There was no treatment for TB. That was a long 
story. I had some other opportunity to try other drugs. So I tried to start this. 
DG:  Very interesting, very interesting. 
KH: (inaudible) ca 1952 maybe new drugs 10 
DG:  How did you come to work with the lung association? 
KH:  well that is a long story. When I came to Houston a new drug was started to be used . Also 
people were already sick before treatment was begun so I had a new idea, try to find out if they 
have been exposed, could we find out if they have the idea of getting the disease. This was back 
in the 1950’s. The  drugs were given to cure the disease and I thought why not try to prevent 
the disease in those exposed. So we got together with the lung association to get patients 
exposed but not showing signs to give them treatment. 
DG: : How have you been associated with the lung association 
KH:  inaudible—perhaps prevention aspects 
Try to find primary contacts of those with TB-maymother, maybe next door neighbors try to 
find all contacts 
DG:  Does TB come to upper class as well as lower class.? 
KH:  In general, it is more in there poor people because they live closer together 
DG:  How does the lung association help you prevent TB 
KH:  The lung association works with the city health director to educate The Houston Lung 
association helped first then it was extended to the Texas lung association 
DG:  What about the X-ray program 
KH:  Well in the early years the X-rays really help. As we got less and less of TB, the X-ray 
programs became less important. 
DG: : When did you stop working with the lung association 
KH:  Well I have never stopped  
DG:  Well you do not come as often You are still interested 
You did not go to the meeting in Austin. Well you leader is here now, Mrs. Upton 
KH:  Hello Mrs Upton very glad to see you  
DG:  Well I got an award at the annual meeting and thought you might be there 
KH:  Well last year I retired so I do not attend all the meetings 
DG: ;  You are a very important person in the treatment of TB. You have treated it in the 
hospitals etc. You are a real pioneer in TB field. 
KH:  A pioneer in prevention Now I am trying to collect the results of the past  25 years. 
This is what I am doing in my retirement DG:  research, yes research 
DG:  Another thing I want to ask you. When immigrants come to Houston they have X-rays with 
scars, possible TB in their systems. They go to Jeff Davis to get treated and have to be passed 
before they can go to school or work. 
KH:  Because they have been exposed 
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Tape 2: DG:  When he applies for a health card he is always positive why is that? 
KH:  Well he was exposed to it some time in the past. You never know when it is going to break 
out. We can give him medicines now. 
DG: : Who invented that medicine you are talking about? 
KH: (unknown) In 1912 Isonicotinic acid hydrazide (INH) was synthesized from ethyl 
isonicotinate and hydrazine by Meyer and Malley as part of their doctoral work in Prague. In 
1945 its antituberculosis properties were discovered when nicotinamide was discovered to 
have antituberculosis effects. This prompted the testing of other pyridine derivatives for their 
anti-microbacterial effects. Investigations at pharmaceutical companies Hoffman La Roche, 
Farbenfabriken Bayer, and Squibb Institute for Medical Research each independently 
discovered INH as an anti tuberculosis agent. The first clinical trial began in 1951 at Sea View 
Hospital in Staten Island, New York and was reported to the public in 1952. 
 
KH: : I have been testing these as a public service 
DG: : What do you know of doing public service  
 
Timecode: 5:32 
KH: : From 1952-1954 I worked on children and also worked for adults as a part of my 
service.6:05. In 1954, the city of Houston received a large federal grant for work on TB. I was to 
be the director of a city wide program, not only for children but also for adults. At that time we 
already had the hospital.  There was no director, everyone  was doing the work  
 
Timecode: 7:22  
So when I took over the program. The first thing I did was to train 25? Students . With the 
training of the people,  with chest X-rays  
 
Timecode: 8:32  
People no longer needed symptoms to diagnose TB. Now we have several locations to try to 
cover the whole city. 
DG: : Do you think that TB is now under control and there are fewer new cases. 
 
Timecode: 10:15 
KH:  Yes for now we see the number of cases decreasing. But now we have immigrants from 
Indo China We  find  more new cases 
DG: : But do you think it is still better 
KH:  yes we are doing better even with the new immigrants  
 
Timecode: 11:15 
DG:  Do you not completely think the lung association should phase out the X-Ray facility 
KH:  No not completly 
DG:  But they do not have a mobile unit. 



KH: .(inaudible) There is still a need  for the mobile units 
DG:  But this is very interesting, I like listening to you. I have worked for the lung association as 
a volunteer for years and no one has told me about this. I see if some have infections we send 
them to the doctors otherwise we find their chests are clear 
KH:  I went to the health department for four years from 1964-1968. When I saw the program 
was going well I left it to the younger people  
 
Timecode: 14:10  
That is why in 1969 I came back to Baylor Medical. I went to the city health department with 
the blessing of the Pediatrics department. When I came back I began to work on asthma 
treatment. I was asked to develop an asthma program16:24 Have you heard about the Federal 
asthma treatment back in 1969 
DG: : No but I have heard about the lung association camp. Was that part of your work 
KH:  The national asthma center in  Denver Colorado. They have patients from all the country 
DG: : Well how do you treat asthma  like with a grown up with asthma 
 
Timecode: 17:48 
KH: : There are many ways to treat asthma. Do you have anyone in your family with asthma? 
DG: : Yes, my daughter? 
KH: : Well you know, you have to sit up  with her when she was a child  
 
Timecode: 18:40   
DG: :She is a grown up now and she still has it. How  is it treated 
KH:  That is why  I  wanted to treat asthma. Many of my friends came to me with their children 
with asthma. There was nothing to be done at the time. That is why Baylor College of Medcine 
sent me to Denver Colorado. They were handling the difficult cases. If you can handle the 
difficult cases, you can   work with the easy ones. That is why  I went there. So when I came 
back in?  I established two  methods ? a machine to measure lung function   
 
Timecode: 21:17 
DG: : What benefits does  this machine have? 
KH: : Children who have diminished capacity do not feel it. This tells the  lung capacity and 
detects asthma early. We need this machine to measure  how much the lungs are hindered. If 
there is not enough capacity, we have to raise the dosage of medication. Many children have 
asthma years and years without knowing it. 
DG: : Do you give the medicine through shots? 
KH:  There are two ways ?? 
DG: : Is that good for adults. Maybe Patsy and Andrew (Daughter and son in law of DG: )   
should go: 
KH: : That is primarily for children. What we are doing is something that no one else is doing  
 
Timecode: 25:22  
We have two machines that are already built to help  measure lung function. The San Jacinto 
Lung Association also has two machines. So we tested 2000 patients. 



 
Timecode: 27:13   
We have three races, white, black, Hispanics. The reason we want all three races The only way 
to do this is to go into the schools to get all three races 
 
Timecode: 27:30  
We got a tremendous amount of data and used large computers to analyze the data. The San 
Jacinto Lung Association helped and had to teach the children how to blow into  the machines. 
After our results were published I received  many comments.  
 
Timecode: 30:53  
What we have found out is what is normal for the three races. 
DG: : Well what about the Chinese 
KH:  Well there were not enough? For this type of study, you have to have enough children 
 
Timecode: 31:27 
End of interview 
 
 
Obituary text 
Dr. Katharine H.K. Hsu, Baylor Medical School professor for forty years, founder of Houston’s first pediatric 
 tuberculosis clinic and hospital, and Houston’s first TB Control Officer, went to be with her Savior and Lord  
Jesus Christ on September 17, 2007 at the age of 93.  
Her husband, Dr. Tien Le Hsu, preceded her in death in l990. She is survived by her beloved daughter,  
Dahlia (Doi Lai Choy) Hsu.  
 
In l948, she became China’s sole recipient of a Fellowship offered by the American Society of Pediatric  
Research to study in America. In l952, the drug Isoniazid was approved for tuberculosis treatment.  
Since it proved successful in treating TB patients, Katharine was eager to test it as preventive therapy.  
Providentially, the Head of the Pediatric Department of Baylor College of Medicine and the City of Houston  
invited her to come to Houston from Pennsylvania State Children’s TB Hospital to initiate a TB control center.  
When she arrived in Houston in l953, despite the TB epidemic among children, no pediatric tuberculosis  
hospital or clinic existed, and the hospital for adults was in poor condition.  
  
With determination, limited resources, and faith that God would provide, Katharine began the 
Children’s TB Clinic and Hospital. When her use of Isoniazid as a preventive against tuberculosis 
proved successful and the disease was no longer a major problem in Houston, Dr. Hsu 
concentrated her efforts on early detection and prevention of asthma and other lung maladies 
in children.  
She was Pediatrician-in-Charge of the Children’s Tuberculosis Hospital and Clinic l953-l969, the 
first Director of Tuberculosis Control in Houston l964-l968, and Director of Pediatric Chest 
Service for TB and Asthma at Jefferson Davis Hospital l969-l979. She also served as President of 
the Texas Thoracic Society l969-l970. Her medical articles and books have been published and 
utilized here and abroad. A highlight of her career was the invitation to be a guest speaker at 



the centennial celebration of Koch’s discovery of the tubercele bacillus, held in StocKH: olm, 
Sweden in l982. Her many awards included the Distinguished Achievement Award of the 
American Thoracic Society in l994, the Baylor College of Medicine Alumni Distinguished Faculty 
Award in l995, and the Baylor College of Medicine Award for a Lifetime of Excellence in 
Teaching in Pediatrics in l995. The International Biographical Center of CambriDG: e, England 
named her International Woman of the Year in l996-l997 for her contributions to medicine, 
research, and education. Angel of Mercy, a biography of Dr. Hsu’s life, was published in l998. A 
Hero in the War Against Tuberculosis, a pictorial biography, was published in 2006, 
commemorating the second anniversary of the Katharine Hsu International Research Center of 
Human Infectious Diseases, established in her honor in Shandong Chest Hospital, Shandong 
Province, China. Until her recent illness, she worked to improve global health by initiating and 
supervising the Katharine H.K. Hsu Foundation, the purpose of which is to support education, 
research, control, and professional training concerning transmissible diseases.  
Katharine’s hobbies included photography, family genealogical research, and traveling with her 
daughter. One of her greatest joys was being with her church family at Grace Chapel, where she 
lovingly served from the Church’s inception in the l950’s. A generous and humble person, she 
always gave God credit for His guidance and provision in her life.  
 
Visitation will be held Earthman’s Funeral Home Hunters Creek/8303 Katy Freeway/Houston, TX 
77024, Thursday, September 20, 2007 from 6:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.  
A celebration of Dr. Hsu’s life is scheduled on Saturday, September 22 at 1:30 p.m. at 
Earthmans. Interment will follow at 4:00 p.m. at Resthaven Cemetery/13102 North 
Freeway/Houston, Texas. Memorial gifts may be sent to “Katharine H. K. Foundation”/2720 
Park Falls Dr./Pearland, Texas 77584. For more information about Dr. Hsu’s life and work, see 
website: www.KH: foundation.org “Ascribe to the Lord the glory due His name.” Psalm 29:2



 


